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Hash Horn Bloo / Blank
Run 2133 – Skippy’s Bonfire Night @ Helena Vale
Preamble:
Eventually everyone managed to find the run site, thanks to our beloved RA ringing up anyone who he thought
may be on their way and advising that he and Skippy had placed a table at the front gate with a chair with red
legs upside down on the table. Apparently, the red chair legs were representing the Bullsbrook horns.
As 6:30 approached, it seemed that the what is now becoming our normal attendance of seven Bullsbrook
Hashers, would be the maximum turnout for this evenings event. Skippy briefed the attendees (I will not call 7
Hashers a pack) on the run. There would be bush with flour and road with chalk and beware of the wet concrete
during the run. To the delight of Blank, we were also told there would be a drink stop. Rusty (also from Hills
Hash), asked if the run was the reverse of the Hills Hash run Skippy had set the previous day, to which the reply
was in the affirmative.

The Run
We went bush on flour, through the new subdivision at Helena Valley on chalk. Looking at the roads around the
new subdivision, it seems that the car tyre shops around Helena Valley must be happy as the local lads were
leaving a fair amount of rubber on the deserted roads. We found a few false trails, traversed the wet concrete,
did a fair amount of back tracking to find trail and searching bush to find traces of flour that made up the trail.
We eventually came to the drink stop only to realise that Blank was missing. Strangely enough no one seemed
to despondent about this trivial matter, nor did anyone offer to go in search of him. Hope turned to despair,
when after about ten minutes, we saw a light coming through the bush, followed shortly thereafter by Blank.
After the drink stop, it was basically straight back to the bucket. The run lasted just on the hour including the
drink stop and waiting for Blank to emerge.

The Run Down:
Soon after Skippy returned to the bucket he rang up the local fire brigade to inform them that there was not an
arsonist on the loose and possibly another phone call to NASA to inform them that there was not a volcanic
eruption in the Perth foothills and ignore the satellite images. Skippy then (with ample advice from Blank), set
one of his pile of dead trees and rubbish alight

Due to the intensity of the heat given off by the fire, we were forced to consume copious amounts of cold beer to
keep our body temperature in check.

Eventually it was decided that as the only Bully Hashman present that did not have a job to do was Blank, so he
was appointed acting GM.
Skippy and Rusty were called into the circle and various persons were asked to proffer an opinion and score of
the run.
Pyro enjoyed the run and appreciated the good effort put in and was pleased Skippy followed the pack, so at
least one person knew where we were going. 8.3
Fitzall similarly enjoyed the run new territory, something a bit different. 8.0
Elvis was in a jovial mood and wanted to give the run a top score but had to drop off points because Blank
found his way out of the bush. 8.3
Blank declared that as far as he was concerned it was a terrific run and decided a score of 8.0 was justified.

Prick Of The Week:
N/A

Charges
RA – Blank

Dereliction of duty, He ran with Hamersley last week (once was enough for them, so they sent
him back to Bully Hash). In his defence, it seems that the run was close to his home.
Guilty DD - Blank
Skippy – Blank Following trail and getting lost.
Guilty DD – Tampax (proxy)
Skippy – Rusty Drink was too cold Guilty
Guilty DD – Rusty
Alias – Elvis
Elvis advised last week that he would not be in attendance this week so could not bring the
trailer. In his defence Elvis advised the he had said “May not be attending” Guilty DD – Elvis
RA – Blank
Giving Skippy a hard time about the fire. Being a know all. Guilty DD - Blank

General business:
Blank will be absent for his scheduled run and is to lazy to arrange a swap. The run on 21st May will be a pub
night at the Craigie Tavern

Visitors:
Nil

Returnees:
Nil

Celebrities:
Nil

Raffle:
Alias & Boydwunder

Song:
Pyro

Hareline:

Please take the trouble to read the Hareline and take note of your allocated date. Don’t leave it
until the 11th hour to let us know that you can’t honour the commitment. If you can’t set your run, you
need to arrange a swap and then advise the Onsec of the change.

Run No

Date

Hare
West Coast
Alias
Orig

Location

2134
2135
2136

14MAY18
21MAY18
28MAY18

Sheldrake Reserve Stirling
Craigie Tavern
TBA

2137

Tue 05JUN18 Palace Run

Franklins, 948 Albany Hwy, East Victoria Park

2138

11JUN18

Tampax

Garvey Park, Ascot

2139

18JUN18

Elvis

TBA

2140

25JUN18

Blank

TBA

Dishonour Roll
Shit Award: TBA
POW: TBA
Glasses: TBA
Dummy: TBA

Lifers: Doglover, Fitzall, Orrible, Diesel,
Elvis, Orig, Bloo, Boydwonder

Coming Events:
Interhash Fiji 25-27 May 2018 for all the info visit www.fijiinterhash2018.com
Combined Broome H3 and Derby H3 joint celebration 1500th run, DH3 900th run and BH3 600th run. To
be held up the Dampier Peninsula at Cygnet Bay Pearl Farm around early August 2018.
Rock City 1400th Run Over The Weekend Of 27 - 28 October 2018.

Next Hash Lunch Friday 29JUN18 Australia Hotel, 1 Beach St, Fremantle
Restaurant Night WAGS 30JUN18 Venue TBA
Kulin Bush Races 06 – 08OCT18
Spring Run 03 – 04 NOV18 Venue and dates TBC
On on
Tampax

